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SEMIPERFECT FPF RINGS

S. S. PAGE

Abstract. In this paper we derive some of the structure of semiperfect FPF rings. A

ring is right FPF if every f.g. faithful right module is a generator. For semiperfect

right and left FPF rings we show that if all one sided zero divisors are two sided zero

divisors, then the classical and maximal quotient rings coincide (all four of them)

and are self-injective. We show that if the intersection of the powers of the Jacobson

radical is zero, then right and left regular elements are regular. Also, we show right

FPF semiperfect rings contain the singular submodule of their injective hulls and

that every finitely generated module contained in the injective hull and containing

the ring is isomorphic to the ring.

Introduction. The objects of study in this paper are semiperfect FPF rings. A ring

is right (left) FPF if every finitely generated faithful right (left) module is a generator

of the category of all right (left) modules. A ring is FPF if it is both right and left

FPF. This notion generalizes the notion of quasi-Frobenius (QF) rings and pseudo-

Frobenius (PF) rings. The class of right FPF rings is the class for which a weak

version of the fundamental theorem of abelian groups holds, namely: A ring R is

right FPF if for every finitely generated faithful right module M, M{n) s R © X for

some integer n and right module X (M{"\ for n an integer, means the direct sum of n

copies of M). For an extensive study of semiperfect FPF see Faith [2,3,4] and for

nonsingular FPF rings see Page [8,9,10,11]. Faith [4] was able to describe commuta-

tive FPF rings as those commutative rings for which the maximal quotient ring and

classical quotient ring coincide, is self-injective, and all finitely generated faithful

ideals are projective. We show in this paper that for a semiperfect FPF ring such that

right regular and left regular elements are regular that the right and left maximal and

classical quotient rings are all the same and self-injective. This generalizes a theorem

of Faith [3] for semiperfect Noetherian FPF rings, which states that a Noetherian

semiperfect FPF ring is a product of a quasi-Frobenius ring and a semisimple

Artinian ring. We also will show under a mild condition that the FPF condition

forces right (left) regular elements to be regular. This affords a complete description

of a large class of semiperfect FPF rings. Whether this is true in general, i.e. for one

sided FPF rings is not known. It is not known if all semiperfect one sided FPF rings

are two sided FPF (one sided FPF does not imply two sided FPF in general, nor is

the quotient ring self-injective on both sides, see Page [11]).
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Throughout this paper all rings will have units and all modules, right or left, will

be unitary. For a ring R, J(R) will denote the Jacobson radical. For right (left)

P-modules, MR (RM), Zr(MR) (Z¡(RM)) will denote the right (left) singular sub-

module of MR (RM). The symbol Qrm(R) will stand for the maximal right quotient

ring of the ring R, and Q'm(R) the left maximal quotient ring, Q'cX(R) the left

classical quotient ring, and Q the right injective hull of R. We will use x1- (^x) to

denote the right (left) annihilator of an element x in a right (left) P-module. We will

call an element x E R right (left) regular if x1- = 0 (-1 x = 0).

Semiperfect FPF rings. A ring R is semiperfect if R/J(R)is semisimple Artinian

and idempotents lift from R/J(R) to R. We select a complete set of orthogonal

primitive idempotents {ftf}**7', / = l,...,k,j — 1,...,/, such that 1 = Ef^'e,,, e¡jR

s eihR for all j, h; etjR a* ehfR if i ¥^ h and for each primitive idempotent e,

eR ss eiXR for some i. If we form e0 = 2f=Ie,,,then e0Re0 is a ring Morita equivalent

to R and is called the basic ring of R. (It is independent, up to isomorphism of the

choices made above.) If R — e0Re0 we say R is self-basic and basic rings are

self-basic, Faith [5, Chapter 18]. We will maintain the above notation throughout.

A ring is right FPF if every ring Morita equivalent to it is FPF.

The following is found in Faith [2].

Theorem A. // R is a semiperfect right FPF ring, then for each primitive idempotent

e, eR is uniform and if R is self-basic, every nonzero right ideal contains a two sided

ideal as a right essential submodule. In particular R has finite uniform, i.e. Goldie

dimension.

Theorem B. // R is a semiperfect right FPF ring, then R is right self-injective if

every element of eJ(R)e is a left zero divisor, of eRe for every primitive idempotent e.

One of the key results for semiperfect right FPF rings is that they have a minimal

generator of the category finitely generated right Ä-modules, something like QF-3

rings. Namely, we have,

1.1. Theorem. // R is a semiperfect right FPF and MR is a finitely generated faithful

right R-module, then MR s e0R © XRfor some right R-module X.

Proof. Let R be a right FPF semiperfect ring. If M is finitely generated and

faithful, M must generate eiXR for each ejX. This says that there is a map A, of M to

exxR with image A not contained in eiJJ(R). Since exxR/eijJ(R) is simple, it follows

that \(m) = exx for some min M. So M = e^R © Mx for some Mx. Now M also

generates e2XR. Since for any map y: M -> e2XR, y(exxR) C e2XJ it must be that Mx

generates e2xR. Hence M s exxR © e2xR © M2 for some right P-module M2. The

obvious induction argument finishes the proof.

1.2. Corollary. // R is a self-basic semiperfect ring, then R is right FPF ring iff

every faithful finitely generated module M is of the form R © X.

2.1. Theorem. // R is a semiperfect right FPF ring and M is a finitely generated

submodule of Q which contains R, then M = R.
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Proof. Let M be as stated in the hypothesis. Now M is faithful so M = P ffi X

where 0 ¥= P is projective. We know P s ^rp=xp¡R where p¡R = e-R for some ey

Choose P so that m is maximal. We claim X contains no projective submodules.

Suppose not, then there exists an x E X so that xR at ejtR for some eji where

ejxe0 = ejX. Form X ® (e0 — ejX)R = N. Now N is faithful and for any map of

(e0 — eJX)R to ejXR, the image is in ejXJ. It follows that X generates ejXR and hence

X ateJXR@ Y for some Y. This contradicts the maximality of m and establishes the

claim. Next write 1 — p + x with p E P and x E X. We claim x E Zr( MR ). To see

this note that efJ = /?<?0 + xetj for each / = l,...,k, and j — 1,...,/,. Now xe^R ^

e¡jR and the kernel of the map R -» xe,7P given by left multiplication by xe, is

(1 — eij)R ffi If where If C etJJ. Therefore, since e¡jR is uniform, this kernel is

essential and xe¡ E Zr(M) for each / = 1,... ,k, and any j. But x = 2k ¡xe^ so the

claim is justified. We now have that/?-1 = 0 since xx is essential. This means pR at R

and that the uniform dimension of P is the same as that of P. Of course this implies

that X = 0 and hence that M = P is projective. The next task is to show P is

isomorphic to P. To this end we will show P = Nx ffi N2 where Nx s=©2''=ie, P and

N2 is a sum of projective indécomposables none of which is isomorphic to exxR.

Since P is a generator we know P at exxR ffi F for some F. Choose A7, = '2JixpjR,

p.R s enP, so that Nx® N2 = P and A^ does not contain a summand isomorphic to

exxR. We want to show mx > lx. Next notice that

\ h¥=\ I
j

and is a two ideal contained in LjeXjR. To see this A cannot be zero for 2A#i jShJR

cannot generate eiXR, by the Krull Schmidt theorem. Also, A Pi e^R — 0 for some

e, R but e)j2P n /I =£ 0 violates the fact that e^R = eiJ2R, so A is essential in

2 e, P. Now the uniform dimension of A is /,. Let I = nx + n2 where nx E Nx and

h2 G N2. N2A = 0 for N2 is a sum of projectives isomorphic to summands of

(e0 — exx)R. This gives A E Nx so the uniform dimension Nx > /,. It follows that

mx > /,. Notice next that Nx cannot generate e2jR, so N2 must generate e2JR. But

then, as we just have seen, N2 = N3® N4 where N3 » 1rJàxp2jR and w2 s= /2, and

/?2 P = e21P for all /". The obvious induction now gives P ¡^ R@ X, but X = 0 by

the uniform dimension argument.

2.2. Corollary. // R is a semiperfect right FPF ring, then for each q E Q,

qQrm(R) + Qrm(R) s ß;W-

Proof. Trivially qR + R is dense in qQrm(R) + Qrm(R). But the isomorphism

qR + P = P lifts to a Ô^,(P) isomorphism of Q. Also under this extended isomor-

phism q is sent to an element of P hence of Qrm(R) and one is also in the image so

that the image of qQrm(R) + Qrm(R) is Qrm(R).

2.3. Corollary. Let R be as in Theorem 2.1. Let x E Zr(Q). Then x G R.
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Proof. Let x be as stated. We have that xR + R — dR for some d E Q with

d1- = 0. Now d = rx + xr2 and there is an r3 such that dr3 = x. Since dx = 0,

r3 — xx is essential and r3 E Zr(R) which is contained in J since Zr(R) contains no

idempotents. So x — rxr3 + xr2r3 or x(l — r2r3) = rxr3 and x = rxr3(l — r2r3)~x E R.

Faith [3] calls such rings with J(Qrm(R)) C P sandwich rings.

2.4. Corollary. If R is right FPF semiperfect and Q = Qrm(R), then J(R) D J(Q)

= Zr(R) = Zr(Q).

Proof. For a right self-injective ring we have Zr(Q) = J(Q) by Utumi [13, Lemma

4.1].

The next lemma points out the importance of having right regular elements left

regular.

3. Theorem. Let R be a semiperfect right FPF ring. If all right regular elements are

left regular, then the regular elements are units in Qrm(R).

Proof. Let Q be the right injective hull of P. Let A = HomR(Q, Q). Then A is a

Dedekind finite ring, i.e. xy = 1 -* yx — 1 in A, since it has no infinite sets of

orthogonal idempotents, Jacobson [6]. Let r Eibe such that rx = 0. Then the map

x -» rx induces an isomorphism of Q, i.e. a unit of A which we will denote by r also.

So for some À G A, we have \or = r°\ = 1, i.e. \(r) = \(l)r = 1. Now take

0 E A such that 6(1) = 0. To show that a(1) is in Qrm(R), we must show that

0(\(1)) = 0, see Lambeck [7, Proposition l,p. 94]. We have that 0(X(l))r = 0. Let

0(X(l)) = y. Form yR — R. Let the embedding of yR + R into P be given by /.

Then f(y) is in P and/(y)r = 0, so/(>>) = 0, i.e./(0(A(l))) = 0 so that 0(A(1)) = 0.

Hence \(l) is Qrm(R) and r is a unit in Qrm(R) which is also Dedekind finite for the

same reason A was.

4.1. Proposition. // R is a semiperfect FPF ring with right regular elements left

regular, then Qrm(R) - Q'cX(R) = ô> tne riSnt injective hull of R.

Proof. We wish to show every element of Q is of the form a~xb for some a and b

in P with a regular. Let q G Q, then qR + R E dR for some d in Q with dx = 0. But

dR D P so there exists an element a in P with da — I. Now a is right regular so

d = a~x E Qrm(R) hence q E Qrm(R). Also, q = a~xb for some b in P which com-

pletes the proof.

5. Theorem. If R is a semiperfect FPF (both sides) ring, with right regular and left

regular elements regular, then Qrm(R) = Q'm(R) = QrcX(R) = QlcX(R) = Q and Q is a

right and left self-injective.

Proof. This follows directly from the right and left hand versions of Theorem 3.

Remark 6. For any ring, P, with no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents with

right injective Qrm(R) right regular elements must be left regular so the conditions on

regularity are clearly necessary in order that the maximal quotient rings be injective.

Next we show that many semiperfect right FPF rings do have right and left

regular elements regular.
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7.1. Lemma. Let R be a semiperfect right FPF ring. Let d be a right regular element

ofR. Then n™=]RdnD±d.

Proof. Let xd — 0, and form F = P ® P. Let M = (d, x)R and consider F/M =

N. We claim N is faithful. To see this suppose (0, l)r E M. Then (0, 1) = (d, x)r0 for

some r0. But then dr0 = 0, so r0 = 0 and xr0 = r = 0. This also shows (0,1)P C\ M —

0. Now (0, l)R~R so there is a map f of N into £> such that /(0,1)P = R. N is a

finitely generated submodule of Q which contains R. By Theorem 2.1 we have an

epimorphism y of N onto P. Now let yO,0) = rx and y(0,1) = r2. Then R = rxR +

r2R. We claim r, G Zr(P) C /. We have that (¿2,0)P C M for (¿/2,0) = (d, x)d.

This means rxd2 — 0. But since (d2)±—0, R ^ d2R. Also d2P is right essential in P

because the uniform dimension of d2R is the same as that of P. This gives

rx E Zr(R) so, since rxR is small in P, r2P = R, hence r2 is a unit. Now rxd + r2x = 0

so -r2xrxd = x and x E Rd. We may repeat the above to Mn = (d", x)R and

Nn = F/Mn for any n and hence that x E Rd" for all n.

7.2. Theorem. Let R be a semiperfect right and left FPF ring. If for each idempotent

e, and element d E eJe such that Jx C\eRe = 0, we have n™=xRd" = 0, then right

regular elements are regular.

Proof. If d is right regular and d is right regular modulo the radical J, then d is a

unit. So we can assume d is not right regular modulo J. It follows that there is an

idempotent e, so that de E J. Now for primitive idempotents/ and g, with/P s gR,

if df EJ then dg E J too. This means we can take the idempotent e so that de G J

and if/is a primitive idempotent with/ = (I — e)f — f(l — e), then df G J, and if g

is a primitive idempotent with ge = eg = g gR ^ /P. This last statement implies that

ed(l — e) and (1 — e)de are in Zr(R) n Z¡(R). Now we have

<f = e<fe+ (1 - e)c/(l - e) + z

with z G Zr(R) n Z/(P). It follows that eJe + (1 - e)d(l - e) is a right regular

element. It is easy to see that (1 — e)d(l — e) is right regular in

(1 - e)P(l - e) modulo (1 - e)J(l - e)

since ed(l — e) EJ. So (1 — e)d(l — e) is a unit in (1 — e)P(l — e). Now apply

Lemma 7.1 to the right regular element ede + (1 — e)d(l — e) and any y such that

y(ede + (1 — e)¿/(l — e)) = 0. This says
00

y E H Ä(«fe + (1 - í?Ml - e))"
n=l

oo

= np(w+ ((1-^0-0)")
n=\

= r)R((l-e)d(l-e))n,
n=\

in particular that ye = 0. But for y = y(l — e), y(l — e)d(l — ¿)u — y(l — e) for

some u E (1 — e)P(l — e) and hence that y = 0. We now have that ede +

(1 — e)d(l — e) is regular. But since z G Z¡(R), it follows that ¿ is left regular hence

regular.
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7.3. Corollary. // R is right FPF and has a.ce. on left annihilators, then right

regular implies left regular.

Proof. Let d±—0 such that x d is maximal. Then Lemma 7.1 implies that if

yd = 0, then y — rd some r G P. But then rd2 = 0 and since ± d is maximal

x d = x (d2) and hence rd = y = 0.

7.4. Corollary. // P z's fe/r Noetherian right FPF, then R is a left order in a

quasi-Frobenius ring.

Proof. By Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 7.3 Q'cX(R) = Qrm(R). This implies

Q'cX(R) is right self-injective and left Noetherian and therefore quasi-Frobenius.

7.5. Corollary. A Noetherian semiperfect FPF ring is a product of Dedekind prime

rings and quasi-Frobenius rings.

Proof. By [11] we can decompose an FPF ring into a product Rx X R2 with P,

semiprime and P2 with essential left or right nil ideal. By Theorem 10A of [3] P, is

Dedekind. By Corollaries 2.3 and 7.4 and Theorem 2 of [1] P2 is Artinian. But

Artinian FPF rings are quasi-Frobenius.

7.6. Corollary. If R is right and left FPF and semiperfect, with C\™=xRdx = 0 =

C\™=xd2R for all right regular dx and left regular d2, of eJe in eRe for any idempotent

then Qrm(R) = Q'm(R) = Q'cX(R) = ÔC',(P) = Q.

Proof. This just combines Theorems 5 and 7.2. We obtain a partial converse

namely,

8. Theorem. Let R be a semiperfect ring, with (i) Qrm(R) = Qrc](R) = Q = Q'cX(R),

(ii) Qrm(R) is right FPF, (iii) e0Re0 is strongly bounded, (iv) every finitely generated

right ideal of R which contains a regular element is a generator. Then R is right FPF.

Proof. Let M be a finitely generated faithful right P-module. We wish to show

M ®r Q is a faithful g-module. It is easy to see M ® Re0 = N is a faithful

e0Pe0-module. Now let {«,}f=1 generate N over e0Re0. Since e0Re0 is strongly

bounded Dnf= 0. So e0Re0 embeds in N(m) for some m. We have by [12, Proposi-

tion 3.2, p. 219] that e0Qe0 is the maximal right ring of quotient of e0Re0. We claim

e0Qe0 is left flat over e0ReQ. To see this, we know Q is left flat over P because

Q = QrcX(R) so IQ = I ® Q for all right ideals / of P. Now each right ideal H of

e0Re0, is of the form H = e0Ie0 for a right ideal I of R and

H ®e0Qe0e0Qeo = e0Ie0 ® e0Qe0 s e0Ie0 ®eoRe0e0Q ®e0Qe0Qeo

^{e0Ie0 ®eoReoe0R) ®R (q ®eoQe0Qe0) ^(e0Ie0 ® e0R ®RQ) ® Qe0

~(e0I ®rQ) ®eoQe0Qe0 =(e0IQ) ®eoQe0Qe0 = e0IQeQ

so that e0Qe0 is left flat oyer e0Re0. We have an exact sequence 0 -» Re0 -* Nim\

Tensoring this with epQe0 over e0Re0 gives

0 - e0Qe0 - N^ ® e0Qe0^(M ® Re0)m ® epQe0.
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So (M ® Re0) ® e0Qe0 is a faithful e0Ç>0-module. But then M ®R Q is a faithful

g-module. Now M ®R Q must generate Q. So there are maps /: M ®R Q -> Q so

that 2Zjjfi(mj ® qtj) — 1. We have that the image of M in M ® Q generates M ® Q.

And we can take the {m)} to generate M. Letting/( wy ® 1 ) = bjj a ,y and q(J = c¡jd¡~x

we can find regular b and d so that bf(mj ® 1) G R for all i andj and q¡jd E R for

all / and j. Then each bf restricted to the image of M in M ® Q gives a map of M

into R and bd = 2 bf(mj ® qtjd) so ¿?J is in the trace of M in P. By condition (iv) M

is a generator.

I would like to thank C. Faith for much of the proof of Theorem 3 and

Proposition 4.1 which inspired a good deal of the rest of this paper.
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